Abstract. In this paper we consider dichotomic behaviors of Co-quasisemigroups in Banach spaces. The obtained results generalize the similar theorems obtained by Datko and Pazy for exponential stability and Preda and Megan for the exponential dichotomy of Co-semigroups, respectively.
Introduction
Let X be a real or complex Banach space. The norm on X and on the Banach algebra B(X) of all bounded linear operators from X onto itself will be denoted by || * ||. 
We recall ([1], [3]) that an operator-valued map 5 : R+ -• B(X) is called a Co-quasisemigroup on X if it has the following properties: (qi) 5(0, io) = I (the identity operator on X) for every io > 0; (©) S(t, s + t 0 )S(s, t 0 ) = S(t + s, t 0 ) for all (t, s, t 0 ) G R+

S : R+ -• B(X), S(t,t 0 ) = S(t)
is a Co-quasisemigroup on X. and hence e<" +1 ) t < N for all t > 0, which is a contradiction.
Auxiliary results
We start with the following: 
\\S(t + s,t 0 )x 0 \\ < M\\S(s,t 0 )x 0 \\ for all (t,s) € R+.
Proof. If t > 1 and if we denote
_ r ds m
; u>( where u; is given by condition (q4) from definition of the notion of Coquasisemigroup, then 
\\S(t + s,t Q )x 0 \\ \\S(t + s,io)®o||
m = \ ii^i t+s-l u(t -f s -v) dv < \ ||S(v,
<u(l)\\S(s,to)xo\\.
Finally, we obtain the desired inequality with •
The main result
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for P-expo nential dichotomy and P-uniform exponential dichotomy of Co-quasisemigroups of linear operators in Banach spaces. 
S(t,t 0 )P = PS(t,t 0 ); (3.2) \\S(t,to)yo\\<N\\S(t+l,to)yo\\; oo (3.3)
J IIS'C-r.to^ollrfT < iV||5(t,io)a:otl; t t 3) and (3.4) are satisfied for all (i,io) G R+, xo G ImP and all yo € KerP.
Proof. It is similar with the proof of Theorem 3.1.
• REMARK 3.
1. An analogous characterization of the uniform exponential dichotomy of Co-semigroups has been obtained by Preda and Megan in [7] . In the particular case when P = I from Theorem 3.2. we obtain a characterization of exponential stability. Thus the above theorem can be considered as a generalization of the results obtained by Datko [2] , Pazy [6] , Preda and Megan [7] . We remark that our proofs of characterizations of the dichotomy properties are not generalizations of Datko and Pazy's proof (resp. Preda and Megan's proof) of characterizations of the uniform exponential stability (resp. dichotomy) property.
A discrete variant of Theorem 3.1 is: •
